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Outpost Alpha

 WIP: This article is a work in progress.

The last Civilian Orbital Space Station in existance, Outpost Alpha was the first COSS to be constructed.
This massive station orbits Jaspis IV directly at an orbital radius of 20,002,309 kilometers distance and
now operates as a Museum for Abwehran Space Travel / Exploration. The facility operates 48 hours a day
/ 4 Days a week to the public.

Agriculture Section

Unlike the majority of the station, Outpost Alpha's Agriculture Section is still in full use. With 281 decks of
agricultural capability ranging from 530 sq. kilometers at its smallest to 1590 sq. kilometers at its largest,
it is the largest producers of produce and food stuffs off-world. Because of this, the Abwehran Star
Empire deemed its continued operation not only necessary, but vital. The food produced by Outpost
Alpha is used not only to market to civilian star vessels, but also supplement the Northern Colonies as
well as provide an emergency surplus in case of famines.

Museum Sections

Small sections of the former Command Sector, Commercial Sector, Industrial Sector, and Residential
Sector have been renovated and/or restored in order to show how a COSS in its prime would appear to
visitors.

These sections normally include exhibits on the different historic periods of the Jaspis System in terms of
Before Abwehran Exploration, After Conflict Exploration, and After Freedome Exploration/Exploitation.
There are also sections of the Industrial Sector that have been cleared for Natural Exhibits in the astro-
geology and exo-biology throughout the system.

Sections of the Commerical Sector have been renovated for relaxation, eating establishments, and
souvenir stores for visitors and staff.

Living Spaces

Sections of the Residential Sector have been renovated into hotel facilities for visitors and living facilities
for the stations personnel. This allows for visitors to spend days exploring the history of Abwehran Space
Exploration and the natural exhibits.
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Closed Sections

Much of the Industrial Sector, Command Sector, and Engineering are closed of to the public. Much of the
Industrial Sector was closed off to the public due to pollution / safety issues that are still being dealt with
by CSAA Safety Personnel and HazMat Teams.

Sections of the Command Sector that are closed off are still in use for the active maintenance and control
of Outpost Alpha. The same could be said for the entirety of the Engineering Section.

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2013/05/28 16:47 by Abwehran Commander.
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